
 

The quality of each delivered translation assignment will be evaluated against the criteria stipulated in the title “Quality requirements” of the 

specifications to the contract, using the error typology specified. It will be evaluated on the basis of a randomly selected text sample. 

 

Each error type has been assigned a weight (the importance of the error type in relation to other error types). The weights applied to the error types 

are indicated in the Translation Quality Evaluation Report in the column “Weight”. 

 
Each error is also classified according to its severity (the seriousness of error). There are three levels of severity and each of them is assigned a 

numerical multiplier: 

 MINOR - error that does not impact usability or understandability of the content (multiplier 50); 

 MAJOR - error that impacts usability or understandability of the content (multiplier 150); 

 CRITICAL - error that renders the content unfit for use (multiplier 1500). 

The number of minor/major/critical errors for specific error category is indicated in respective columns Minor (x50), Major (x150) and Critical 

(x1500). In addition to the above category, there is also the level of severity NEUTRAL, the purpose of which is to allow evaluators to provide specific 

feedback on parts of the text that are not considered as errors. The severity level NEUTRAL does not have any impact on the Quality Mark. 

 
The maximum Quality Mark for error-free translation is 100 points. Each error will result in the reduction of points according to their weight and 

multiplier. The calculation of Quality Mark will also consider the size of the evaluated sample (in the report: Sample size (characters)). If the result 

is not a round number, it is rounded up or down according to standard mathematical rules (e.g. 59.6 will be considered 60). 

The Quality Mark is calculated in the following way. 

1. The number of errors is multiplied by respective weight and severity multiplier: 

Penalty by Error Type = Minor error count × weight × severity multiplier + Major error count × weight × severity multiplier +  Critical error 

count × weight × severity multiplier 

2. Penalties for each Error category added up: 

Penalty Total = SUM (Penalty by Error Category) 

3. Total penalty is divided by the number of characters in the evaluated text sample (based on source language): 

Penalty Total per Character = 100 × Penalty Total / Character Count 

4. Final Quality Mark is presented by deducting from 100:  TQ = 100  – Penalty Total per Character 
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